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Abstract—This study develops a federated learning (FL) framework overcoming largely incremental communication costs due to
model sizes in typical frameworks without compromising model performance. To this end, based on the idea of leveraging an unlabeled
open dataset, we propose a distillation-based semi-supervised FL (DS-FL) algorithm that exchanges the outputs of local models
among mobile devices, instead of model parameter exchange employed by the typical frameworks. In DS-FL, the communication cost
depends only on the output dimensions of the models and does not scale up according to the model size. The exchanged model
outputs are used to label each sample of the open dataset, which creates an additionally labeled dataset. Based on the new dataset,
local models are further trained, and model performance is enhanced owing to the data augmentation effect. We further highlight that
in DS-FL, the heterogeneity of the devices’ dataset leads to ambiguous of each data sample and lowing of the training convergence. To
prevent this, we propose entropy reduction averaging, where the aggregated model outputs are intentionally sharpened. Moreover,
extensive experiments show that DS-FL reduces communication costs up to 99% relative to those of the FL benchmark while achieving
similar or higher classification accuracy.
Index Terms—Federated learning, knowledge distillation, non-IID data, communication-efficiency.
F
1 INTRODUCTION
F EDERATED Learning (FL) [1], [2], [3], [4] is an emergingmachine learning (ML) framework to perform data-
driven analysis or decision making, leveraging privacy-
sensitive data generated at mobile devices. Typically, in FL,
mobile devices collaboratively train their local ML model
through the periodical exchange and ensemble of ML model
parameters at central servers rather than exchanging their
raw data. Thus, FL is unlike typical ML wherein raw data
is acquired and stored in central servers, and the private
data of the mobile users can be exposed. Owing to the pri-
vacy advantage, FL can be applied to model training tasks
with privacy-sensitive data. For example, Google keyboard
query suggestions with typing history of the mobile users
containing privacy-sensitive information, such as the credit
card information of the user or login credentials [5].
Despite the benefits of FL, relying on distributed mobile
devices generally poses new inconveniences related to com-
munication efficiency [1]. Specifically, the periodical model
parameter exchange in typical FL entails communication
overhead that scales up according to the model size. This
prohibits usage of large-sized models, particularly when the
mobile devices are connected to wireless networks while
competing for limited radio resources, which can be a
crucial bottleneck in terms of building useful ML models.
Hence, an FL framework that can be scalable according to
the size of the models in terms of communication efficiency
is required.
• The authers are with Graduate School of Informatics, Kyoto University,
Kyoto 606-8501, Japan
E-mail: nishio@i.kyoto-u.ac.jp
Motivated by the inconvenience above mentioned, we
aim to answer the following question: How should an FL
framework scalable according to the model sizes in terms
of communication efficiency be designed while achieving
model performance comparable to that of the benchmark
FL designed in [4]? In a nutshell, our answer is leveraging
an unlabeled open data shared among the clients to enhance
the model performance of model output exchange methods.
To achieve the scalability of the communication over-
head, we leverage the principle of FL with model output
exchange instead of model parameter exchange. Here, the
exchange model outputs of mobile devices are named “local
logit” instead of model parameters. The local logits are
ensemble in a central server into a “global logit” that is
regarded as teacher knowledge. Moreover, this knowledge
is transferred into local models regarded as students. In the
model output exchange, communication overheads depend
only on the model output dimension, which is often much
smaller than the number of model parameters and cannot
scale up regarding model sizes.
Hence, answering the above question reduces the design
of an FL framework with model output exchange achieving
similar performance to the benchmark FL designed in [4].
Although the FL with model output exchange is available
in the literature, this task remains nontrivial because of the
several challenges we elaborate below.
Leveraging unlabeled data towards performance similar
to that of benchmark FL under non-IID. Typical FL with
model output exchange termed federated distillation (FD)
[6], [7], [8], [9], certainly achieve scalability for model size,
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2but they can only obtain significantly poor models. In FD,
each mobile device re-trains local models based on both the
local labeled data and the global logits. However, the global
logit retains similar information to local labels already at-
tached to each mobile device. Hence, this re-training can
be almost identical to local model training (see “1.Update”
and “6.Distillation” procedures in Fig. 1 (b) in Section 2
for detail), which occurs particularly under non-IID data
distributions, where the local dataset of the mobile user does
not represent the population distribution. Thus, the model
performance trained in FD is poorer than an FL benchmark
exchanging model parameters [8]. Moreover, achieving sim-
ilar performance to the FL benchmark is challenging.
To overcome this challenge, our key idea is to share the
unlabeled open data among mobile devices and leverage
the data for distillation. Base on the idea, we propose
a novel FL framework-exchanging model outputs named
distillation-based semi-supervised FL (DS-FL). In DS-FL,
unlike FD, teacher knowledge is used to label this unlabeled
data instead of local data already labeled. The procedure
creates novel labeled data. Subsequently, through the re-
training of the local models based on the dataset, the model
performance is enhanced due to data augmentation effects
(see “6.Distillation” procedure in Fig. 1 (c) in Section 2
for detail). The ML experiments show that DS-FL achieves
similar or higher performance to the FL benchmark with
model parameter exchange while reducing communication
overheads. As far as the authors know, this is a new ap-
proach.
Logit aggregation towards faster convergence. In DS-FL,
uploaded logits are aggregated into a global logit, providing
an inferred probability of each unlabeled data belonging to
a particular class. However, owing to non-IID data distri-
butions, each uploaded logit exhibits heterogeneity. More-
over, the aggregated global logit may represent ambiguous
knowledge where the global logit exhibits higher entropy,
indicating that the global logit does not provide correct
knowledge regarding which class each sample of unlabeled
data belongs to, resulting in slower convergence of model
training.
Motivated by the challenge mentioned above, we pro-
pose entropy reduction aggregation (ERA) that intentionally
reduces the global logit entropy. Through ML experiments,
we show that DS-FL with ERA leads to faster convergence
while achieving higher classification accuracy than an FL
benchmark under non-IID distribution. Note that another
beneficial consequence of ERA is to enhance the robust-
ness against several attacks of malicious users uploading
a corrupted local logit, which is also verified in the ML
experiments.
1.1 Our Contributions
The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• Based on the key idea of leveraging unlabeled open
data, we propose an FL framework named DS-
FL, which is communication-efficient and achieves
a higher performance model. In more detail, DS-
FL exhibits model performance similar to that of
an FL benchmark even under non-IID data dis-
tributions while achieving scalability according to
model size in terms of communication-efficiency.
With the exchanged model outputs, the unlabeled
data acquire labels, based on which each local model
can be further trained. Thereby, model performance
is enhanced owing to the data augmentation ef-
fects. Moreover, DS-FL exchanges model outputs
instead of model parameters, where the communi-
cation overhead cannot scale up according to the
model size. The ML experiments show that DS-FL
reduces communication overheads by up to 99%
while achieving similar model performance relative
to the FL benchmark even under non-IID data distri-
butions.
• We develop a novel model-output aggregation
method named ERA robust against the heterogene-
ity of the uploaded model output due to non-IID
data distributions and the resultant slower training
convergence. First, we highlight that the heterogene-
ity of the uploaded model output leads to higher
entropy of the aggregated model outputs, which is
the leading cause of the challenging slower conver-
gence. Hence, the key idea behind ERA is to reduce
the entropy of the global logit intentionally before
distributing it into mobile devices. The ML exper-
iments verify that ERA achieves faster convergence
than a baseline of simple averaging (SA) aggregation,
reducing the cumulative communication cost by up
to 75%.
In parallel with and independent of this work, a similar
concept of sharing unlabeled dataset among mobile devices
has been studied in [10], based on a different motivation of
enhancing attack robustness from malicious mobile devices.
Our initial study [11] was presented at a domestic con-
ference in parallel to the publishment of [10]. Meanwhile,
it should be worth noting that unlike [10], we investigate
how DS-FL achieves similar performance to FL benchmark
under non-IID distributions in a communicational efficient
manner. More specifically, we provide a novel logit ag-
gregation method, i.e., ERA, enhancing communication-
efficiency under a non-IID dataset. Moreover, we present a
comparison between DS-FL, FL benchmark, and FD through
ML experiments using non-IID datasets, which were not
considered in [10].
1.2 Related Works and Paper Organization
FL. FL [1], [2], [3], [4] is a distributed learning framework
that enables ML model training using privacy-sensitive
datasets of mobile devices while keeping all the dataset
local. In typical FL, mobile devices collaboratively train
their local ML model through the periodical exchange and
ensemble of the ML model parameters at central servers
rather than exchanging their raw data. Thus, the central
server and mobile devices obtain a qualified ML model,
which is trained using the rich private dataset on the mobile
users without exposing the privacy-sensitive data.
Communication-efficient FL with model parameter ex-
change. Several studies have focused on reducing the
communication cost in model parameter exchanges in FL.
For example, the initial study that proposed FL addressed
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Fig. 1. Operational structures for benchmark schemes and proposed DS-FL.
this issue by increasing the number of local model updates
and exchanging the model parameters less frequently [4]. In
this approach, network traffic reduces drastically compared
to that of an algorithm iterating local model update and
model parameter exchange alternately [12]. An alternative
strategy is to limit the number of participating mobile users
by selecting the users meeting the stringent requirement
for model update time [13], [14], where the network traffic
can be reduced relative to all users participating in the FL.
Another stream of research proposed model compression
to reduce the computation cost required for the model
parameter exchanges, which can be performed via sev-
eral strategies, such as low-rank representation [15], model
parameter quantization [15], [16], [17], update reuse [18],
neural network pruning [19], [20], parameter sparsification
[15], [21], [22], and the Chinese remainder theorem [23].
However, these works rely on the model parameter ex-
change, where the communication overhead proportionally
increases according to the model size. Unlike these studies,
we aim to design an FL framework that can be scalable
for the model size in terms of communication efficiency
by designing an FL framework exchanging model outputs
instead of the parameters of an entire model.
Distributed training with model output exchange in data
center application over shared dataset. Co-distillation
(CD) [24], [25] is a basic distributed learning method with
model output exchange. In CD, distributed ML models
are trained over a shared labeled dataset. Subsequently,
each local logit from the trained distributed ML models is
exchanged and aggregated into global logit acting as teacher
knowledge. Finally, this teacher knowledge is transferred
into each distributed ML model acting as a student through
re-training of the ML model using the global logit. Note
that this framework is an extension of the knowledge distil-
lation presented in [26] to multi-party training. Another dis-
tributed learning method similar to CD named private ag-
gregation of teacher ensembles (PATE) was proposed in [27],
[28], where the teacher knowledge transfer is performed
over the unlabeled dataset instead of the labeled dataset.
While both CD and PATE improve each distributed ML
model in a communication-efficient manner, the assumption
that each distributed ML model is trained over a shared
labeled dataset is suitable for parallel model training in
the data center. However, the assumption is not suitable
for model training with data generated at mobile devices.
Unlike these training methods, we design an FL framework
with model output exchange enabling model training with
mobile device-generated data subjected to challenging non-
IID data distributions, as discussed in the previous section.
FL with model output exchange over mobile device-
generated dataset. As an FL framework with model out-
put exchange that trains ML models with mobile device-
generated dataset, federated Distillation (FD) is proposed in
[6], [7], [8], [9]. Unlike CD and PATE that trains distributed
ML models using a shared dataset, each mobile device
trains each ML model using a local dataset, enabling ML
model training with mobile device-generated data. While
FD performs well when the mobile device-generated data
is identically and independently distributed, FD exhibits
poorer performance than the FL benchmark with model
parameter exchange in non-IID data distributions. This was
experimentally validated in [6], [7], [8], [9] and the exper-
iments presented in Section 4. To fill this gap, we design
an FL framework with model output exchange achieving
similar or higher performance even when subjected to non-
IID data distributions.
Paper organization. The remainder of this paper is orga-
nized as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed DS-FL
framework. Section 3 presents the proposed logit aggrega-
tion method. Section 4 provides the experimental results
where a comparison between DL-FL, FL benchmark, and FD
is presented. Finally, the concluding remarks are presented
4in Section 5.
2 DS-FL METHOD
We propose a DS-FL aiming at communication efficiency
while achieving similar or higher model performance with
respect to several benchmarks. We summarize the bench-
mark schemes and the proposed DS-FL in Fig. 1, detailed as
follows.
2.1 Benchmark 1. FL with Model Parameter Exchange
In the FL with model parameter exchange, mobile users,
called clients as per terminology, collaboratively train ML
models while exchanging the model parameters, as shown
in Fig. 1 (a), Specifically, the training procedure in the
FL with model parameter exchange includes four steps:
“1.Update”, “2.Upload”, “3.Aggregation”, and “4.Broad-
cast”. These steps follow an iterative process until training
converges. In “1.Update” step, every client trains its local
ML model using its own labeled dataset. The “1.Update”
step is common with the DS-FL and hence is detailed in
Section 2.3.2. Subsequently, in “2.Upload” step, the clients
share the model parameters with a remote server. Finally,
the server aggregates the uploaded model parameters to
build the global model in the “3.Aggregation” step and
broadcasts the parameters of the global model to the clients
in the “4.Broadcast” step.
2.2 Benchmark 2. FD
Fig. 1 (b) shows the process of FD [6], i.e., one of the FL
algorithms with model output exchange, where clients share
per-class logits instead of model parameters. In the FD,
each client treats itself as a student, while aggregated logits
act as teachers, where each local client model is trained
using the aggregated logits. The specific procedure in FD
consists of the following six steps: “1.Update”, “2.Predic-
tion & Logit aggregation per label”, “3.Upload”, “4.Aggre-
gation”, “5.Broadcast”, and “6.Distillation”, as shown in
Fig. 1 (b). The difference in FL from the benchmark 1 is
in the second and sixth steps. After the “1.Update” step,
using the trained local ML model, every client calculates
the local logit representing the inferred probability that each
data sample is classified into each class. Subsequently, each
local logit is aggregated to each client on a per-label basis
in the “logit aggregation per label” step. The aggregated
logits are uploaded to a remote server in the “3.Upload”
step. The uploaded logits are aggregated in the server in
the “4.Aggregation” step, whereas the aggregated logits are
broadcast to the clients in the “5.Broadcast” step. Finally, in
the “6.Distillation” step, each client re-trains its local model
using both the pre-attached labels and the broadcasted
logits. For a detailed procedure and mathematical formu-
lation for training ML models in FD, interested readers are
encouraged to read [6], [7].
2.3 Proposed: DS-FL
2.3.1 Background and Overview of DS-FL
Our proposed DS-FL is motivated by the poorer perfor-
mance of the model trained following the FD benchmark
presented in the previous section. In FD, the global logits
are used to discern the class to which each sample in the
local dataset belongs. However, since the dataset is already
labeled, the “6.Distillation” step can results in a similar
model to the one trained in the previous “1.Update” step
(see Fig. 1 (b) and compare “1.Update” and “6.Distillation”).
Hence, the models trained in FD exhibits similar perfor-
mance to the local model training, which is poorer than the
benchmark 1, i.e., FL, with model parameter exchange.
Hence, the key idea behind the proposed DS-FL is to
share the unlabeled dataset and use global logit to tell what
class each sample in the unlabeled dataset belongs to. This
creates a new labeled dataset, based on which the local
ML model is further trained, as shown in “6.Distillation”
step in Fig. 1 (c). Owing to this training procedure, DS-
FL avoids the similar training between “1.Update” and
“6.Distillation” steps and can simply enhance the model
performance benefitting from data augmentation effects. As
follows, we detail the training procedure of the proposed
DS-FL.
2.3.2 Detailed Procedure of DS-FL
The detailed procedure of DS-FL is depicted in Fig. 1 (c). In
the following, we consider that each client k = 1, 2, . . . ,K
does not only hold the labeled private dataset (dpi,k, ti,k)
Ik
i=1,
but also the shared unlabeled dataset (doj )
Io
j=1, where d
p
i,k
and doj denote the vectorized input samples in the labeled
and unlabeled datasets, respectively. Moreover, Ik and Io
denote the number of samples in the labeled and unla-
beled datasets, respectively. Consider NL is the number of
objective class, the term ti,k = [ti,k,1, . . . , ti,k,NL ]
T is the
vectorized form of the label attached to the sample dpi,k
and is in the one-hot representation, wherein the element
ti,k,n equals 1 if the n-th label is the ground-truth, and 0
otherwise. For shorthand notation, let NS × Ik and NS × Io
matrices Dpk and D
o denote the concatenations of (dpi,k)
Ik
i=1
and (doj )
Io
j=1, respectively, and let NL × Ik matrix Tk denote
the concatenation of (ti,k)
Ik
i=1, where NS denote the dimen-
sion of input samples.
1.Update. In the “1.Update” step, each client updates its
model with its private dataset based on the stochastic gradi-
ent descent algorithm [29]. Let kth clients’ prediction model,
parameterized by the parameter vector wk be denoted by
F (· |wk), where F : RNS → RNL . Concretely, the model
parameter is updated as follows:
wk ← wk − η∇φ(Dpk ,Tk |wk), (1)
where φ(·, · |wk) denotes the loss function that is minimized
in this step. The loss function is exemplified by cross entropy
in classification problems, and in this case, φ(Dpk ,Tk |wk) is
given by:
φ(Dpk ,Tk |wk) = −
∑
i∈Irdk
∑
n∈NL
tk,i,n logFn(d
p
i,k |wk), (2)
where Fn(· |wk) denotes the n-th element of F (· |wk). In
Eq. (1), η represents the learning rate, NL := {1, 2, . . . , NL},
and Irdk ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , Ik} is the index set of the minibatch
that is randomly sampled from (dpi,k)
Ik
i=1. The update pro-
cedure is iterative until a terminating condition, such as
5convergence or a predefined number of iteration times, is
satisfied.
2.Prediction. Based on the model learned in the previous
step, each client predicts local logit, i.e., labels for data
samples in a shared unlabeled dataset. More specifically,
given the model parameter wk, each client predicts local
logits tˆj,k for j = 1, 2, . . . , Io by:
tˆj,k = F (d
o
j |wk ). (3)
For the shorthand notation, we let the NL × Ik matrix Tˆk to
denote the concatenation of (tˆi,k)I
o
i=1.
3.Upload. The local logits Tˆk are uploaded from each
client to the server, which differs from FL with model
parameter exchange that uploads the model parameters wˆk.
4.Aggregation and 5.Broadcast. The server aggregates the
logits from clients to make global logits Tˆ . The procedure
for aggregating uploaded logits is described in Section 3.
Subsequently, the server broadcasts global logits to all the
clients via multicast channels.
6.Distillation. The clients update their local model based
on the broadcasted global logits Tˆ and shared unlabeled
dataset Do. More concretely, the model parameters are
updated as follows.
wk ← wk − ηdist∇φ(Do, Tˆ |wk), (4)
where ηdist is the learning rate in the proposed distillation
procedure.
These procedures are iterated for a finite number of
rounds. The overall procedures are summarized in Algo-
rithm 1.
3 ENTROPY REDUCTION AGGREGATION
This section presents the proposed logit aggregation
method, i.e., ERA, which intentionally reduces the entropy
of global logits. We define the entropy of a logit t as
fe(t) = −
NL∑
n=1
tn log tn. (5)
First, we detail on the motivation for proposing ERA by
highlighting that the straightforward baseline-aggregation-
method, involving only averaging of the local logits, results
in a higher entropy of global logits in the heterogeneity of
data distributions among clients, relative to those without
such heterogeneity. Subsequently, we detail how to reduce
entropy in ERA.
3.1 Motivation for ERA
The motivation for reducing the entropy of global logits is
to accelerate and stabilize DS-FL, particularly in non-IID
data distributions. Fig. 2 shows the comparison of global
logits yielded via the straightforward aggregation method
involving averaging of the uploaded local logits in IID
and non-IID data distributions. The entropy of the global
logit under the non-IID data is higher than that of the IID
data, which indicates that from global logits, clients acquire
ambiguous knowledge regarding what class each sample
in the unlabeled dataset belongs to, which reduces and
Algorithm 1 DS-FL
0. Initializaton:
Initialize all the client models wk and the global model
wg
Distribute the open data Do to all clients
1.Update:
for Each client k in parallel do
Update local model parameter wk via (1)
end for
2.Prediction:
All the clients share the subset of the open dataset Do
for Each client k in parallel do
Calculate local logits Tˆk via (3)
end for
3.Upload:
Each client uploads the local logits Tˆk
4.Aggregation:
Server aggregates the logits to make the global logit Tˆ
according to (6) in ERA (proposed)
or (9) in SA (baseline)
5.Broadcast:
Broadcast Tˆ to all clients
6.Distillation:
for Each client k in parallel do
Update local model parameter wk via (4)
end for
Steps 1–6 are iterated for multiple rounds
destabilizes the training. Hence, it is expected that reducing
the entropy of the global logit and refining the logit can
enhance the training performance in terms of convergence
speed and stability.
Another favorable consequence of reducing the entropy
of global logits is to enhance the robustness against various
attacks corrupting local logits and noising open data. In
DS-FL, a malicious client can upload local logits that do
not enhance or even harm model performance, which can
occur by, for example, updating the local models over the
dataset that is not labeled properly. In addition to such
noisy label, open data can be noised; for example, the
inadequate data is added to the open data. In these cases,
similarly to under non-IID data distributions, the entropy of
global logits yielded from the straightforward aggregation
method averaging local logits becomes higher, leading to
poorer model performances. This fact is verified in Section 4.
Hence, reducing the entropy of the global logit is expected
to enhance the robustness against such attacks.
3.2 Procedure for Reducing Entropy
The proposed ERA reduces the entropy of the global logits
yielded from averaging uploaded local logits via the pro-
cedure depicted in Fig. 3 (a). To reduce the entropy of the
global logit, we use the softmax function as an example. Let
Tˆ (ERA) denote the global logit yielded from ERA, which is
an NL × Io matrix. Given the temperature of the softmax
function T , the global logit generated by ERA is described
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Fig. 2. Entropy of global logit as a function of training round, under IID
or Non-IID client data, using the ten-class classification task MNIST.
as follows.
Tˆ (ERA) = Fs
(
1
K
K∑
k=1
Tˆk
∣∣∣∣∣T
)
, (6)
where Fs(· |T ) denotes the softmax function with respect to
temperature T . The softmax function fs(t |T ) : RNL → RNL
is denoted as
fs(t |T ) = 1∑NL
n=1 e
tn
T
e
t
T . (7)
Then Fs(T |T ) is denoted as
Fs(T |T ) = {fs(t1 |T ), · · · , fs(tIo |T )}. (8)
The higher the temperature is, the higher the entropy of the
output of the softmax function, and vice versa.
ERA sets lower temperature of T = 0.1, while original
knowledge distillation (KD) [26] sets higher temperature,
such as T = 20. In KD, the predictions of a teacher model
represent not only the true classes to which samples belong
but also a rich similarity structure over the data samples,
which appears in the second or third largest elements of
the predictions. To transfer the similar structure, the stu-
dent model is trained using the logit made by the softmax
function with the high temperature, which emphasizes the
second or third largest elements. On the other hand, particu-
larly under non-IID data, the global logits of DS-FL is much
more ambiguous than the predictions of well trained teacher
model such as used in KD [26]. Moreover, the ambiguity
may conceal the true classes to which samples belong.
Wherein, lower temperature expected to be useful to balance
the class information and the similar structure. As shown in
Fig. 3 (b), at the temperature of T = 0.1, the entropy values
for output of the softmax function are generally lower than
the input. Hence, as shown in Fig. 3 (a), the global logit
yielded from ERA is sharper than that yielded via averaging
of the uploaded local logits.
The ERA is compared with the baseline of only averag-
ing uploaded local logit, which is named SA. The resultant
global logit yielded from SA Tˆ (SA) is given as follows.
Tˆ (SA) =
1
K
K∑
k=1
Tˆk. (9)
0 1 2
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Fig. 3. Illustrative example of proposed ERA at T = 0.1 on three-class
classification task.
4 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
4.1 Setup
Datasets. Two major image classification tasks,
MNIST [30] and Fashion-MNIST [31], are used for
evaluation purposes. MNIST [30] is a widely-used object
classification dataset consisting of 60,000 training images
and 10,000 testing images with 10 image classes. Fashion-
MNIST [31] comprises 60,000 training images and 10,000
testing images of 10 different fashion products such as coats
and sneakers. These datasets have been used in several
machine learning studies.
Data partitions. The data distribution over the clients is
determined based on [4]. First, we fix the number of clients
K to 100. Subsequently, the dataset is divided into the
unlabeled open dataset and the labeled private dataset.
Let denote that the open dataset consists of Io images,
and the private dataset consists of Ip image-label pairs,
where Io + Ip ≤ 60, 000. This paper includes two ways of
partitioning the private dataset over the clients: IID datasets
and non-IID datasets. The private dataset is shuffled and
partitioned into K portions for the clients to obtain the IID
datasets. Thus, each client has I
p
K pairs of images and labels.
To generate non-IID datasets, we sorted the private dataset
by its classification label and divided it into 2K shards of
size I
p
2K , among which two shards are assigned to each
client. In the non-IID datasets, most clients will only have
the datasets consisting of two classes.
7TABLE 1
Comparison of Communication Cost per Round
Method MNIST Fashion-MNIST(smaller NN) (larger NN)
Benchmark 1: FL 236.1 MB 1.1 GB
Benchmark 2: FD 40.4 KB 40.4 KB
Proposed: DS-FL 4.0 MB 4.0 MB
ML model. We examine two ML models designed for
either MNIST or Fashion-MNIST dataset. Specifically, the
model for MNIST is a convolution neural network (CNN)
model consisting of two 5× 5 convolution layers (32 and 64
output channels, each of which is activated by batch normal-
ization and ReLU, followed by 2× 2 max pooling) and two
fully-connected layers (512 units with ReLU activation and
another 10 units activated by softmax). For Fashion-MNIST,
the model consists of six 3×3 convolution layers (32, 32, 64,
64, 128, and 128 channels, each of them activated by ReLU
and batch normalized, and every two of them followed by
2 × 2 max pooling), followed by three entirely connected
layers (382 and 192 units with ReLU activation and another
10 units activated by softmax). The ML models result in
583,242 model parameters (2.3 megabytes in a 32-bit float)
for MNIST dataset and 2,760,228 (11.2 megabytes in a 32-bit
float) for Fashion-MNIST dataset.
Training hyperparameters. When updating and distilling
the models, the training hyperparameters, mini-batch size,
the number of epochs in each round, and the learning rate
are selected as 100, 5, and 0.1, respectively. The temperature
of the softmax function T in the DS-FL with ERA is set as
0.1.
Attack settings. To evaluate the attack robustness of ERA,
we consider attacks where a malicious client corrupts local
logits. Specifically, we consider noisy labels and noisy data
attacks. First, in the noisy label attack, a particular client’s
images belonging to a certain class are labeled as another
class to corrupt the local logit. More precisely, consider
a number of noising class C , each client independently
selected C classes as source classes S = {S1, . . . , SC} and
another C classes as false classes F = {F1, . . . , FC}, and
then, all the images belonging to source class Sc ∈ S
were mistakenly classified to the corresponding false class
Fc ∈ Fc. Assuming 10 objective classes, CIp10 images of
the private dataset were mistakenly labeled. Second, we
evaluate the robustness of ERA in a noisy data attack, where
a malicious client adds noisy semantic data into the open
dataset. In more detail, consider training a handwritten digit
classifier, where the private datasets and the test dataset,
which evaluate our methods, are MNIST dataset. In this
experiment, we add In Fashion-MNIST images to Io MNIST
open dataset, i.e., Io + In images are used for the unlabeled
open dataset. We fix Io to 20,000 and experiment with In.
4.2 Results
Communication cost per round. The communication cost
per round with FL, FD, and DS-FL are calculated and listed
in Table 1. From the table, we can see that the communica-
tion costs of the proposed DS-FL and the FD benchmark is
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Fig. 4. Test accuracy vs. cumulative communication costs under non-IID
data. The numbers of samples in the local and open unlabeled dataset
are 20,000 and 20,000, respectively.
smaller than that of the FL benchmark and do not depend
on model sizes. This result is due to the payload size of
the logits uploaded in the DS-FL and the FD benchmark is
smaller than that of the ML model parameter used in the FL
benchmark and does not depend on the number of model
parameters. Furthermore, the communication cost of the FD
benchmark is 100 times smaller than that of DS-FL. This
result is because the number of logits uploaded by a DS-FL
client is more than that of the FD. In the FD benchmark,
the clients upload local logits on a per-classy basis, while in
the DS-FL, they upload local logits on a per-sample basis
in the unlabeled dataset. However, the proposed DS-FL
exhibits a higher classification accuracy than that of the FD
benchmark, which is verified in the following results.
Accuracy improvement per communication cost in
training. Figs. 4 (a) and 4 (b) show the accuracy as
a function of the cumulative communication cost for
MNIST and Fashion-MNIST, respectively, with {Ip, Io} =
{20000, 20000} and non-IID datasets. In both the FL and DS-
FL, as the training processes progress, i.e., the cumulative
communication costs to share models or logits increases,
and the accuracy improves. Meanwhile, the FD accuracy
remains approximately 20%, which is almost similar to that
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Comparison of communication cost and Top-Accuracy with the size of
the open dataset Io. ComU@x: the cumulative communicate cost
required to achieve a testing classification accuracy of x. Top-Accuracy:
the highest testing accuracy after 1,000 rounds.
(a) MNIST
Io Method ComU@95% ComU@97% Top-
(GB) (GB) Acc%
- Single Client - - 19.4
- Benchmark 1: FL 5.67 12.5 98.7
- Benchmark 2: FD - - 19.6
5,000 w.SA 0.48 0.85 97.6w.ERA 0.14 - 96.9
10,000 w.SA 0.5 0.88 98.1w.ERA 0.14 0.21 97.5
20,000 w.SA 0.52 0.87 98.6w.ERA 0.14 0.2 98.1
40,000 w.SA 0.53 0.87 98.7w.ERA 0.14 0.19 98.5
(b) Fashion-MNIST
Io Method ComU@65% ComU@75% Top-
(GB) (GB) Acc%
- Single Client - - 18.6
- Benchmark 1: FL 6.71 15.6 76.3
- Benchmark 2: FD - - 18.9
5,000 w.SA 0.12 - 73.5w.ERA 0.07 0.10 77.5
10,000 w.SA 0.25 - 68.7w.ERA 0.07 0.10 77.1
20,000 w.SA 0.09 - 65.6w.ERA 0.07 0.10 78.7
40,000 w.SA 0.27 - 65.3w.ERA 0.07 0.10 79.0
of a single client. In both tasks: MNIST and Fashion-MNIST,
the proposed DS-FL outperforms the FL (benchmark 1) in
terms of cumulative communication cost while achieving
comparable accuracy. As shown in Table 1, the results could
be due to the communication cost per round of the DS-FL is
lower than that of FL. If the aggregation methods in DS-FL
are compared, the proposed ERA obtains almost the same
accuracy as that of the SA baseline, while the cumulative
communication cost to the convergence of ERA is smaller
than that of SA, due to the acceleration effect of ERA. From
these facts, we can conclude that the DS-FL with the pro-
posed ERA reduces the communication costs substantially
while achieving similar performance to the FL benchmark.
Moreover, this result is also verified by the results listed
in Table 2. The table lists the cumulative communication
costs required to achieve a test classification accuracy of x%,
referred to as ComU@x%. In Table 2, the DS-FL with ERA
achieves lower ComU@x% than that by the DS-FL with SA
and FL for all cases. For example, on Fashion-MNIST, DS-FL
with ERA achieves 99.0% lower ComU65% and 99.4% lower
ComU@75% than FL.
Test accuracy comparison. Table 2 lists the highest accu-
racy for all the training rounds denoted as Top-Accuracy.
The table indicates that the DS-FL with ERA achieves similar
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Fig. 5. Impact of noisy labels. Top-Accuracy as a function of the number
of noising class C. We use MNIST dataset with Ip : Io = 40, 000 :
20, 000. The data distribution over client is IID.
or superior Top-Accuracy compared to that of FL and DS-
FL with SA. Comparing DS-FL with ERA with the FL
benchmark in the MNIST task, the Top-Accuracy of DS-FL
with ERA reaches up to 98.5% when Io = 40000, which
is only 0.2% lower than that of FL. In the Fashion-MNIST
task, the Top-Accuracy of the DS-FL with ERA is higher
than that of FL for all cases. Hence, we can again conclude
that DS-FL with ERA achieves similar test performance
to the FL benchmark while drastically reducing the com-
munication costs. Comparing the proposed ERA and SA
baseline, SA achieves higher Top-Accuracy relative to ERA
for the MNIST task even though the difference becomes
smaller as the number of samples in the unlabeled open
dataset increases. Meanwhile, for the Fashion-MNIST task,
the proposed ERA achieves higher Top-Accuracy than SA,
where the difference ranges from 4.0% to 13.7%. Hence,
recalling that Fashion-MNIST is a more complicated task
than MNIST [31]. These results provide insight into the
importance of reducing global logits, particularly in more
complicated tasks to enhance the DS-FL model performance.
Attack robustness of ERA for noisy labels. Fig. 5 shows
the Top-Accuracy for MNIST as a function of the number
of noising classes C . All the clients hold noisy labeled
and properly labeled data samples with ratio C : 10 − C .
Regarding the DS-FL with SA and FL, Fig. 5 shows that
noised classes increase, and the Top-Accuracy decreases.
Moreover, the DS-FL with ERA presents Top-Accuracy, as
the noised classes increase, which indicates that the DS-FL
with ERA is more robust to IID noising than the FL. To
explain the robustness, a later section shows the analytics of
the global logit entropy.
Attack robustness of ERA for noisy open dataset. Fig. 6
shows the Top-Accuracy for MNIST as a function of the
number of noised samples in the open unlabeled dataset.
First, the FL is unaffected by noisy open data because FL
does not use open data. Overall, as the number of noisy
datasets in the open dataset In increases, the Top-Accuracy
of DS-FL decreases. From the perspective of decreasing
the Top-Accuracy with a particular number of noisy open
datasets from that with In = 0, i.e., the open dataset in-
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Fig. 6. Impact of Noisy Open dataset. Top-Accuracy as a function of the
number of noisy open datasets In. Using MNIST dataset as clean open
dataset and Fashion-MNIST dataset as noisy open dataset. The size of
the clean open dataset is fixed to 20,000.
cludes any noisy image at all, comparing the proposed ERA
and the SA baseline, the decrease of Top-Accuracy of ERA
is smaller than that of SA. Hence, we can conclude that the
proposed ERA is more robust against a noisy open dataset
than the SA baseline. This result is because the proposed
ERA alleviates the increase in the entropy of global logits
due to the noisy unlabeled data relative to the SA baseline,
which is shown in the following section.
Entropy analysis under attacks. To explain the difference
between the proposed ERA and SA baseline, we show the
entropy of the global logits, when the datasets include or
do not include noises, in Fig. 7. When the dataset includes
noises, both SA and ERA entropies become larger relative
to that without noises. Meanwhile, the difference in ERA
is smaller than that of SA. That is, in the SA baseline, the
high entropy target vectors are used to train each client’s
model, which makes the SA process vulnerable to the noisy
open dataset, while the proposed ERA alleviates the increase
in the entropy of global logits, leading to higher model
performance.
5 CONCLUSION
We proposed a cooperative learning method DS-FL, which
was designed to be scalable according to model sizes in
terms of communication efficiency while achieving simi-
lar accuracy to benchmarks FL algorithms. The key idea
of DS-FL is the model output exchange for an unlabeled
open dataset. Additionally, we proposed a logit aggregation
method for the DS-FL, which aimed to accelerate the train-
ing process and enhancing robustness under the non-IID
data. The simulation evaluations showed that the proposed
DS-FL method outperformed the benchmark method FL in
terms of communication cost and robustness while achiev-
ing similar or superior accuracy to that of the FL. Moreover,
the experimental results showed that the DS-FL with ER
was more communication efficient and robust than the DS-
FL with SA. To explain the performance of the proposed
methods, we analyzed the experimental results from the
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(a) Entropy of the global logits vs training round with
or without noises in the open dataset. The open dataset
consists of 20,000 benignant images or 20,000 benig-
nant images and 40,000 noisy images.
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(b) Entropy of the global logits vs training round with
or without noisy label in clients dataset. Each client
hold 200 noisy labeled dataset and 200 properly labeled
dataset.
Fig. 7. Entropy of the global logits with or without noises dataset.
perspective of entropy. Additionally, the impact of the open
dataset volume was evaluated.
The future works will include developing the logit ag-
gregation method, considering the individual device char-
acteristics. For example, enhancing the impact of the logits
uploaded by the reliable or high-performance client with
respect to the global logit. However, how to evaluate the
reliability of the clients, and how to control the impact of the
uploaded logit are unknown. Another interesting direction
is leveraging the logits had uploaded in the past round. In
this work, the server and the clients used the logits uploaded
at the current round. However, it might be useful to note
that the logits had been uploaded in the past rounds.
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